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SALES REPRESENTATIVE AGREEMENT 

Agreement between ____________________________________ 
(Company) and CHS Snowmakers Inc. (Sales Representative). 

CHS Snowmakers agrees to:  

1. Represent and sell the Company's products specifically described 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
in the geographic area of world wide.  

2. List item with description, condition, any recent repairs, any items that need repair, asking price 
and four photos on CHS Snowmakers website.  Listing expires after 1 year of date on this 
contract. 

3. Maintain contact with the Company via telephone, e-mail, or other agreed upon means of 
communication with reasonable frequency to discuss sales activity of items listed above.  

4. If item sells through other means, seller agrees to provide CHS Snowmakers the buyers name 
and location to verify buyer didn’t contact CHS Snowmakers.  If seller doesn’t provide this 
information, CHS Snowmakers will invoice seller 5% of the listing price.   

5. Return promptly all materials and samples provided by the Company to the Representative, if 
either party terminates this agreement. 

The Company agrees to:  

1. Pay the following commissions to the Sales Representative: 

(a) Five percent if seller collects the funds, ten percent if CHS Snowmakers collects the funds, 
including a $20 per item listing fee paid up front.  Listing fee will apply to commission and is non-
refundable. 

2. Negotiate in advance of sale the minimum sales price for items listed above $___________ 

3. Agree if sales representative or company collects funds from buyer. 

In addition, both Parties agree (check one box):  
(   ) CHS Snowmakers collects funds and pays company sale price minus 10% commission within 
30 days (no cap on commission) 

(   ) Company collects funds and pays CHS Snowmakers 5% commissions within 30 days of final 
payment, cap of $10,000 for commission. 
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This constitutes the entire agreement. 

This agreement shall be binding upon the parties and their successors and assigns. 
  

Signed this _______day of _______________, 20____. 
  

COMPANY: (address)                                                 SALES REPRESENTATIVE:  
                             CHS Snowmakers 
               Jason Sawin 
               Po Box 492, 135 Charter Ranch Road 
               Garden Valley, ID 83622 

         

 

 
Signature                                                                       Signature 

 

 

 
Print Name                                                                     Print Name 

 
 
Please email back at info@chssnowmakers.com  
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